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Quintessence, the gravitational constant, and gravity
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Dynamical vacuum energy or quintessence, a slowly varying and spatially inhomogeneous component of the
energy density with negative pressure, is currently consistent with observational data. One potential difficulty
with the idea of quintessence is that couplings to ordinary matter should be strongly suppressed so as not to
lead to observable time variations of the constants of nature. We further explore the possibility of an explicit
coupling between the quintessence field and the curvature. Since such a scalar field gives rise to another gravity
force of long range (*H0

21), the solar system experiments put a constraint on the nonminimal coupling:uju
&1022. @S0556-2821~99!04318-0#

PACS number~s!: 98.80.Cq, 04.80.Cc, 95.35.1d
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently a number of observations suggest that the U
verse is dominated by an energy component with an effec
negative pressure@1#. One possibility for such a componen
is the cosmological constant. Another possibility is dynam
cal vacuum energy, or quintessence, a slowly varying
spatially inhomogeneous component with negative pres
@2–7#.

We face two problems when we consider such a nonz
vacuum energy. The first is the fine-tuning problem rela
to the energy scale of the vacuum energy den
;10247GeV. The second is the coincident problem: why t
vacuum energy is beginning to dominate presently. Wh
these two problems are separated in quintessence, the
degenerate for the cosmological constant, and one ha
introduce the cosmological constant of extremely small
ergy scale at the very beginning of the universe.

As a solution of the coincidence problem, the notion o
tracker field is introduced in@8#. It is shown that a very wide
range of initial conditions approach a common evolution
track, so that the cosmology is insensitive to the initial co
ditions similar to inflation. Once one parameter relating
the energy scale of the vacuum energy is fixed, the pres
day equation of statewQ5pQ /rQ is automatically deter-
mined: there is aVQ2wQ relation @8#.

Direct methods to verify the idea of quintessence are
portant. Proposed possibilities are the following: the dir
reconstruction of the effective potential from the luminos
distance–redshift relation observed for type Ia superno
@9#; the detection of quintessence from the measuremen
a rotation in the plane of polarization of radiation from d
tant radio sources@10#. The direct interaction of the quintes
sence field to ordinary matter, however, is found to
strongly suppressed so as not to violate the equivalence
ciple and the constancy of the constants of nature@10#.

The possibility of an explicit coupling between the sca
field and the curvature is not excluded theoretically. It is th
natural to consider further the coupling of the quintesse
field to the gravity itself. In this paper, we examine the co
mological consequence of the nonminimal coupling of
quintessence field to the gravity. Since such a scalar fi
gives rise to both the time variation of the gravitational co
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stant and a gravity force of long range, such a coupl
should be constrained by experiments.

II. NONMINIMALLY COUPLED QUINTESSENCE

The action we consider is

S5E d4xA2gF R

2k2
2

1

2
jf2R

2
1

2
gab]af]bf2V~f!G1Sm , ~2.1!

where k2[8pGbare is the bare gravitational constant an
Sm denotes the action of matter. The effective gravitatio
‘‘constant’’ is defined byke f f

2 [k2(12jk2f2)21. j is the
nonminimal coupling between the scalar field and the cur
ture. In our conventions,j51/6 corresponds to the confor
mal coupling.

We assume that the universe is described by the flat
mogeneous and isotropic universe model with the scale
tor a. The time coordinate is so normalized thata51 at the
present. The field equations are then

H2[S ȧ

a
D 2

5
k2

3
@12jk2f2#21

3S rB1
1

2
ḟ21V~f!16jHfḟ D , ~2.2!

Ḣ52
k2

2
@12jk2f2#21@rB1pB1ḟ2

12j~Hfḟ2ḟ22ff̈!#, ~2.3!

f̈13Hḟ16j~Ḣ12H2!f1V850, ~2.4!

ṙB13H~rB1pB!50, ~2.5!

whererB ,pB denotes the background energy density, pr
sure, respectively, andV85dV/df.
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We consider a potential of inverse power as an exam
of the tracker field forj50 @2,8#:

V~f!5M4~f/M !2a. ~2.6!

For j50, there exists the following scaling solution durin
the background dominated epoch

H/H05a23(11wB)/2, ~2.7!

f/f05a3(11wB)/(a12), ~2.8!

f05S 2a~a12!2Ma14

9H0
2~11wB!@41~12wB!a#

D 1/(a12)

. ~2.9!

The equation of statewQ is

wQ5
awB22

a12
. ~2.10!

Since we consider a potential whose present mass sca
extremely small (&H0;10233eV), the force mediated by
the scalar field is of long range, and hence the usual s
system limit onj, likewise the Brans-Dicke parameter, do
apply. The correspondence to the Brans-Dicke fieldFBD and
the coupling functionv(FBD) of scalar-tensor theories o
gravity @11# is given by

FBD58p~12jk2f2!/k2, ~2.11!

v~FBD!5
12jk2f2

4j2k2f2
5

k2FBD

4j~8p2k2FBD!
. ~2.12!

A. Perturbative analysis

To consider the effect ofj qualitatively, we consider the
case ofujuk2f2!1. Then during the background dominate
epoch, Eq.~2.2! and Eq.~2.4! are approximated to

H25
k2

3
rB , ~2.13!

f̈13Hḟ1jk2~123wB!rBf1V850, ~2.14!

where we have used Eq.~2.3! to derive Eq.~2.14!. It is
recently established that the scaling solutions Eqs.~2.7!,
~2.8! with the same power-index persist even ifjÞ0 and that
the stability of them does not depend onj @12#.

To the lowest order inj, the corresponding Brans-Dick
parameter is given by

v05
12jk2f0

2

4j2k2f0
2 .

3

4a~a12!

1

j2
, ~2.15!

where we have used the relation that holds for the poten
of inverse power@8# to estimate the present-day value of t
scalar field:
08350
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V95a~a11!
V

f2
5

9

2
~12wQ

2 !
a11

a
H2. ~2.16!

Up to O~j!, the time variation of the gravitational constant
given by

Ġ

G
U

0

5
2jk2fḟ

12jk2f2U
0

.2jaH0 . ~2.17!

Hence, forj.0 the gravitational ‘‘constant’’ increases wit
time, while it decreases forj,0. Equation~2.17! also shows
that uĠ/Gu is larger for largera since the potential then
becomes steeper and the scalar field rolls down the pote
more rapidly.

B. Constraining j

We perform the numerical calculation to examine in det
the time variation ofG and the deviation from general rela
tivity induced by the nonminimal coupling of the quinte
sence field to the curvature. The initial condition is set aa
510214. We vary the fraction of the energy density of th
quintessence field relative to radiation from 1029 to 10230.
We also choose various initialf and ḟ. We confirmed the
tracking behavior: convergence to a common evolution
track @8,12#. Below we show typical results for the potenti
Eq. ~2.6! with a54. We choose the following parameter
VM[ke f f

2 rM/3H2u050.3 and H05100h km/sec/Mpc with
h50.6.

There exist a lot of experimental limits on the time vari
tion of G @13#. Radar ranging data to the Viking landers o
Mars gives uĠ/Gu5(264)310212 yr21 @14#. Lunar laser
ranging experiments yielduĠ/Gu5(0611)310212 yr21

@15# and recently updated asuĠ/Gu5(168)310212 yr21

@16#. More recently, a tighter bound is found by analyzin
the measurements of the masses of young and old neu
stars in binary pulsars:uĠ/Gu5(0.662.0)310212 yr21

@17#, although the uncertainties in the age estimat
may weaken the constraint. Considering these experime
results, we will adopt the limit: uĠ/Gu5(068)
310212 yr21, and the limit by Thorsett is treated separate

In Fig. 1, we show the numerical results ofĠ/G. The
shaded region is already excluded by the current experim
tal limits. To examine the model dependencies of the resu
we also show Ġ/G for the potential of the form
M4@exp(1/kf#21# @8# by a dotted curve. We find that nega
tive j is severely constrained, while positivej is loosely
constrained and the limit is dependent on the potential.

These results are intuitively understood via a conforma
transformed picture@18#. If we perform the conformal trans
formation so that the scalar field is minimally coupled,

gab5gab̃u12k2jf2u21. ~2.18!

Then the action Eq.~2.1! becomes
8-2
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S5E d4xA2g̃F R̃

2k2
2

1

2
F2~f!~¹̃f!22Ṽ~f!G1Sm ,

~2.19!

where

F2~f!5
12j~126j!k2f2

~12jk2f2!2
, ~2.20!

Ṽ~f!5
V~f!

~12jk2f2!2
. ~2.21!

Hence, after redefining the scalar field so that the kine
term is canonical,

F5E dfF~f!, ~2.22!

the action is reduced to that of the scalar field minima
coupled to the Einstein gravity. We can follow the dynam
qualitatively by simply looking at the effective potenti
Ṽ(F). Note that 1/(12jk2f2)2 is a decreasing function o
f for j,0, while an increasing function forj.0. For j,0
the effective potentialṼ(f) decreases more rapidly tha
V(f) @in particular,Ṽ(F) decreases exponentially for larg
kf#, and consequently the scalar field rolls down the pot
tial more rapidly. On the other hand, forj.0, Ṽ(F) diverges
at k2f251/j, so the slope of the effective potential becom
gentler and the scalar field rolls down the potential m
slowly, and henceuĠ/Gu becomes smaller than that forj,0.

FIG. 1. The present-dayĠ/G as a function ofj for the potential
of inverse power witha54 ~solid curve! and for the exponentia
potential ~dashed curve!. An approximated relation forujuk2f2

!1 @Eq. ~2.17!# is plotted as a dotted line. The shaded region

already excluded by the current experimental limits:uĠ/Gu5(0

68)310212 yr21. The limit by Thorsett is also shown:uĠ/Gu
5(062)310212 yr21 @17#.
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We may summarize that the current experimental lim
on the time variation ofG constrain the nonminimal cou
pling as

21022&j&1022;1021, ~2.23!

while if the tighter limit by Thorsett is adopted, then we ha

21022&j&1022. ~2.24!

However, the limit is sensitive to the shape of the potent
The most important experimental limits we must consid

are the solar system experiments, such as the Shapiro
delay and the deflection of light@19# because the nonmini
mally coupled scalar field can mediate the long range gra
force in addition to that mediated by a metric tensor. T
recent experiments set a constraint on the parametrized-p
Newtonian~PPN! parametergPPN as @20#

ugPPN21u,231023, ~2.25!

which constrains the Brans-Dicke parameter through the
lation gPPN5(v11)/(v12)u0 @19#

v0.500. ~2.26!

In Fig. 2, we show the present-day Brans-Dicke parame
defined by Eq.~2.12! as a function ofj. We also plot a curve
derived under the assumption ofujuk2f2!1, Eq.~2.15!. We
find a good agreement. Thus, using Eq.~2.15! and Eq.~2.26!,
the nonminimal couplingj is found to be constrained as

uju,3.931022
1

Aa~a12!
<2.231022, ~2.27!

as long asa>1. The limit is less sensitive to the potenti
than that derived fromuĠ/Gu becausev does not explicitly

FIG. 2. The present-day Brans-Dicke parameter. The limit
the solar system experiments isv0.500@19#. The solid curve is for
the potential of inverse power witha54; the dashed curve is for th
exponential potential. An approximated relation forujuk2f2!1
@Eq. ~2.15!# is plotted as a dotted curve.
8-3
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TAKESHI CHIBA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 60 083508
depend onḟ unlike uĠ/Gu. We note that the limit is found to
be insensitive toVM as long asVM&0.7. There is anothe
PPN parameterbPPN which is written in terms ofv as
bPPN215(dv/dFBD)(2v14)21(2v13)22u0 @19#. The
most recent results of the lunar laser ranging@21#, combined
with Eq. ~2.25!, yield

ubPPN21u,631024. ~2.28!

We find thatubPPN21u;O(j3) and consequently the exper
mental limit onbPPN is always satisfied if the condition Eq
~2.25! is satisfied.

III. SUMMARY

We have explored the possibility of an explicit couplin
between the quintessence field and the curvature. Bec
the force mediated by the scalar field is of long ran
(*H0

21), such a coupling is constrained by the solar syst
experiments. Through both analytical estimate and numer
J.

s

et

s.

s
.
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integration of the equations, we have found that the limit
given by uju&1022. The current limit on the nonminima
coupling, uju&1022, is not so strong when compared wit
other couplings to ordinary matter. For example, a coupl
with the electromagnetic field is suppressed at the leve
&1026; the coupling with QCD is at most&1024 @10#. We
have also found that the induced time variation ofG is sen-
sitive to the shape of the potential. The future improveme
in the limit of Ġ/G may further constrain negativej or
might lead to a detection ofĠ/G,0 depending on the po
tential of the quintessence field.
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